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CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

Rivalry Suspended by "Friend-friendship" 

The back cover of Arson! (1992), the first novel in the Dakota Taylor series by 

American writer Cap Iversen, announces that the main protagonist Dakota Taylor is 

a "gunslinger in the Louis L'Amour tradition." The reference to L'Amour, the best-

selling postwar author of a vast number of traditional westerns, is quite 

appropriate, since the series borrows many elements from his pulp fiction. Like 

L'Amour's books, Iversen's novels consist of run of the mill story lines, full of com

mon generic features including tense situations in saloons, last-minute rescues, and 

gun-blazing action.1 Moreover, the cool and tough Dakota Taylor is much like the 

regular hero in a Louis L'Amour novel such as Hondo (discussed in chapter two) 

"but with one difference: he likes other men" (back cover). Hence, Cap Iversen's 

series, starting with Arson! and followed by Silver Saddles (1993) and Rattler! (1995), 

apparently offers both a pulp version of competitive masculinity and an account of 

homosexual desire. 

Whereas Warhol's pre-Stonewall film Lonesome Cowboys visualized the faking 

of inter-male sex in an unconventional plot, Iversen's novels describe actual sexual 

acts (but no hard core) in a relatively traditional plot structure. It seems as if 

Iversen's Dakota Taylor series, written in a period in which "[homos] are 

everywhere" (Bersani, Homos n ) , can evoke homosexual desire and simultaneously 

adhere to the most fundamental convention of the western genre, that is, inter-male 

violence. In Warhol's western, competition is sacrificed and masculinity is mocked 

in order to suggest homosexual desire. On the basis of Cap Iversen's Dakota Taylor 

novels, the other side of the same coin is explored, starting from the question: How 

do explicit descriptions of homosexuality affect competitively based constructions of 

masculinity? 

A Spoiled Came of Inter-male Competition: Dakota Taylor 

Cowboy hero Dakota Taylor has the role of internal narrator in Iversen's novels, in 

sharp contrast to the heroes in L'Amour's fiction. Throughout this study, I 

emphasized that a narrating hero has a choice between two options. Either he 

exposes himself as a braggart ("I am the fastest") or he has to mute his presentation 

of his own heroism. In the Cap Iversen's series, the first approach is not complete

ly discarded. After killing Peter Fontane, Dakota states that there is no gunfighter 

left who poses a threat to him: he declares that he is unbeatable (Silver 91). 

Despite such a boast, the second choice of downplaying his own achieve

ments as a presumed hero is also increasingly emphasized. In a confrontation with 

a famous crackerjack shot, Dakota aims for his opponent's heart. Due to his poor 
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eyesight Dakota misses, but the bullet accidentally shoots the pistol out of his adver

sary's hand. Onlookers interpret Dakota's shot as proof of his skill as a gunfighter 

and spread his name. As Dakota admits, he "became a legend because he was too 

vain to wear spectacles" (Arson 25). Moreover, his fame is enlarged because a whole 

series of thin paper, two-cent books are dedicated to him. To Dakota, these books 

are "just stories" {Silver 195). He indicates that many things are said about him that 

are not true: the stories just get "bigger and bigger" (201). In short, Dakota's repu

tation as a hero can be attributed to exaggeration and misapprehension. 

The role of the gunslinger as narrator, however, is tremendously significant 

in the Dakota series. The external narrator in a L'Amour novel mentions how the 

cowboy hero when he enters a saloon, inspires all guests with awe for his rugged 

appearance that suggests a virile masculine identity. The internal narrator in 

Iversen's novels by contrast relates that he visits saloons to "cruise." He aims to 

attract other men's looks for his homoerotic radiation rather than for his masculine 

appearance.2 Dakota explains that he has the habit of preening "like a peacock" 

(Silver 19) and of exchanging glances with handsome men. In Arson! when a game 

of cards requires all his attention, Dakota cannot resist inspecting pretty fellows 

pointedly. The dandy Bennie Colsen Jr., dressed in a white silk shirt with hundreds 

of miniature pearl buttons, immediately catches his look although Dakota tries hard 

to concentrate on the cards in his hands. A card-player in a western is usually seen 

as completely focussed and calm, but Dakota reveals that he is further distracted 

from the game because the boy has the peppery smell of talc, whereas most men 

smell like the outdoors. The advantage of Dakota's role as narrator is the "inside 

information" he explicitly offers about his homosexual desire, conventionally taken 

as the "love that dare not speak its name." 

In the nineteenth-century untamed West where everyone knows each other 

and a man lacks the anonymity of the city (Arson 113), homosexual cowboys cannot 

be open about their desire. Officially, as Bennie explains to Dakota, a man loving 

another man can be persecuted for his preference because it is considered a "crime 

against nature" (214). In the wild West, they even run the risk of being lynched by 

a mob, since many men would like to string up "a couple of sodomites" (Rattler 77). 

So when a boy calls Dakota a sodomite in public and compares him to a woman 

because he beds down with other men, the saloon guests take the boy's remarks for 

a vulgar accusation that begs for a violent response. Dakota is actually amused and 

not dishonored at all but he knows that he cannot ignore the rumor. Once the boy 

expands his accusations that Dakota is a homosexual with slander that he is also a 

coward who has left his mother to die alone, Dakota sees sufficient reason to fight 

with the kid after all. In a showdown watched by a huge crowd, Dakota shoots the 

boy's right hand to pieces (Silver 102-04). 
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The scene illustrates that the saloon customers expect Dakota to respond 

with violent action to the rumor that he engages in sodomy. In their eyes, the sug

gestion of his being a "man's man" has to be expelled. Due to this atmosphere of 

"homosexual panic," Bennie decides to remain secretive about his own homosexual 

desires. At the same time he is also anxious to reveal his secret to someone. The 

only person to whom he had ever revealed that he would never marry a woman was 

his brother Daniel. In an angry mood, his brother told the secret to his father. Since 

both are dead now, no living person knows about Bennie's "Whitmanish sort of 

thing" (Arson 78), as his father characterized Bennie's homosexual preference. 

Dakota, hired to revenge the murder of Bennie's family, is elected as the one with 

whom Bennie will share his secret. Like all secrets, however, the implication of 

telling it is that it constitutes an enjoinder to silence by both people involved, in 

particular by the listener. 

There is a major difference between heterosexual and homosexual mascu

linity at this point. Heterosexual masculinity requires a "third" in the role of wit

ness. A love affair with a famous female model begs for the proximity of a man's 

best buddy to whom he can recount the sexual encounter, as the joke about the 

peasant and Cindy Crawford on a desert island illustrated. By contrast, homosexual 

masculinity within an atmosphere of panic regarding same-sex desire prefers to rely 

on the presence of a second person who has either the role of simply listening to the 

revelation or the role of sexual partner. Should Bennie's secret be revealed, he 

knows immediately who is to blame, namely the person in whom he has put his 

trust. Moreover, in the case where only a second person is involved denial is still 

possible: Your word against my word. Hence, the most appropriate way to disclose 

the secret about one's sexual preference is in the form of a confession. In this 

respect, the whole series can be considered as confessional literature, which con

ventionally rests on the use of a first person narrator with us, readers, as the second 

person.3 

The question that still remains is: Why all this secrecy with so much ado? 

Why can a man not be open about gay love in a predominantly all-male environ

ment? In his study Homos, Leo Bersani offers an intriguing answer to this question. 

I will suggest an added twist to his argument on the basis of Iversen's western 

novels. Bersani discusses the issue of gays in the military, addressed by president 

Clinton after his election in 1992 during the first week of his first term. Clinton's 

proposal to acknowledge the presence of homosexuals in the military was intensely 

controversial and resulted in the compromise policy of "Don't ask, don't tell, don't 

pursue" (Homos 17). This policy suggests, as Bersani claims, that the average soldier 

is more alarmed by the prospect of gay men coming out for their homosexuality 

than by having gay men as colleagues. The homosexual speech act is more 

dangerous than the suppressed presence. 
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Bersani tries to reconstruct the logic behind this military policy. He reasons 

that as long as gay soldiers may not speak their sexuality, they will hide their 

difference from their heterosexual fellows and keep pace with the rules and culture 

of the army. As soon as they are allowed to articulate their sexuality, however, they 

might as well perform their roles as military men in a way that further delineates 

their distinctness. The army is an institution which derives its strength from a fixed 

hierarchy: every man is given a specific role and has to discharge this role absolute

ly seriously. According to Bersani's argument, the seriousness of roles - which in a 

military context constitutes masculine identity - is put into doubt by the homosexu

al speech act. Bersani concludes that gay men will start to see their "own theatrica

lities as incompatible with the monolithic theatricality of military masculinity" 

(Homos 18-19). Bersani's argument can be seen as an extension of the workings of 

Warhol's film. Bersani reveals that in emphasizing and admitting gayness, mascu

linity risks losing its seriousness and is put on display. In addition to the danger of 

theatricality, Iversen's westerns enable me to observe that masculinity is affected by 

another threat: the game of competition becomes corroded in the context of homo

sexual desire. 

On the basis of the scene from Rio Bravo I argued how homophobic irony 

structures relations among men in westerns. These relations are characterized by an 

oscillation between friendship and rivalry. The disavowal of homosexuality is a key 

component in male bonding (Zizek, Plague 24) because same-sex desires threaten to 

disrupt this oscillation. In the case of a man-loving-man, the intimacy of friendship 

can become too strong as a result of which competition, the twin-opposite of cama

raderie, fades away. Several quotations from different homosexual characters in the 

Dakota series attest to the possible shift of values: 

(Dakota): Killing men I had made love to was not one of my favorite 

pastimes. The money never seemed worth it. (Arson 97). 

(Professional killer Ryder McCloud): The day you start caring about 

somebody is the day you should hang up them guns. (Arson 108) 

(Willie Blue Eyes, with whom Dakota has a one night stand): I don't 

particularly like killing men I've slept with. (Silver 95) 

These quotations all suggest what can go "wrong" with male homosexual 

relationships from the perspective of homosocial competition. Relations between 

men are embedded within an endless competitive chain. In the case of homosexu

ality, affection can overrule the urge for rivalry. The other man becomes a "friend-

friend," in the words of Bennie (Arson 189). This duplication of the word "friend" to 

characterize gayness means that camaraderie with another man progresses too far. 

As a consequence, the competitive chain no longer includes every man and its spell 
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is broken. As soon as a gunfighter is no longer prepared to fight/kill the man with 
whom he has slept, the competition becomes corroded. „ 

This corrosion comes to the fore in the conflict between Dakota and Ryder 
McCloud, hired by Bennie's enemy Anderson. A professional killer, Ryder is 
Dakota's "twin lover" (Arson 96), since they had some sexual encounters in the past 
and Dakota thinks that they are very much alike: both childishly stubborn and sore 
losers. According to Dakota, Ryder is "passionate and warm when it [comes] to 
loving" but "cold when it [comes] to killing" (67). In other words, Ryder separates 
his job from his sexual pleasure. Dakota suggests that Ryder is a man who will not 
be seduced into feeling too much affection for another man. He will relentlessly 
stick to his duty and do everything necessary to sustain his reputation as a 
gunfighter. 

In Arson! Dakota and Ryder are maneuvered into a position where they are 
obliged to directly confront each other. Bennie and Anderson's men are nearby, but 
they are not close enough to witness what actually happens. Dakota desperately 
needs water, whereas Ryder has to ensure that they die, either from dehydration or 
by being shot by him. Dakota wonders whether Ryder will have mercy on him and 
decides to take the risk. When he stands in the field of fire, Ryder starts to shoot, 
"purposely missing me, but not by much" (146). Dakota guesses that Ryder spared 
him because there were no witnesses to the scene. Some moments later, Dakota 
surprises Ryder and due to his bad eyesight accidentally wounds his twin lover in 
the waist. Dakota had not meant to draw blood, since his opponent "deserved love, 
certainly deserved my love" (158). Ryder concedes defeat and hits the saddle, leaving 
Dakota behind, regretting that they had no time to blow kisses. The confrontation 
between the two men illustrates that their usual mercilessly competitive attitude is 
temporarily side-tracked when the opponent is also a former lover. 

The confrontation between the two hired gunfighters Dakota and Ryder 
exposes the danger lurking behind a homosexual love-affair in westerns: amorous 
cowboys spoil the rules of the game of murderous homosocial rivalry. As (former) 
"friend-friends" they forget, in the absence of witnesses, the priority of inter-male 
competition. Their confrontation reveals an intriguing deadlock. Their desire for 
each other prevents them from fighting as ruthless as they did previously. At the 
same time, a solid relationship based on love between the two hired gunfighters is 
bound to fail, since they both participate in the game of being the best cowboy 
among cowboys. The two men are too professional to completely ignore each other 
as rivals, which makes it difficult for them to enter into a lasting love affair. It seems 
no coincidence that the sex that Dakota had with Ryder is only remembered as a 
quick albeit hot encounter from the past. 

In contrast to Dakota's brief encounter with Ryder, Bennie has become 
Dakota's long-time lover. Whereas Ryder was a tough professional, Bennie is a 
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female-identified gay man, fully conscious of his identity as a "homosexual," his 

favorite word. In contrast to Dakota who likes rowdy towns, populated by tough 

men, Bennie appreciates welcoming committees because they establish a certain 

amount of decorum (Rattler 49). Therefore, Bennie is much more impressed by 

properly dressed men and flowery poetry than by gunplay and stagecoach-jumping. 

As a feminized man, Bennie can be said to conform to the old stereotype of the 

"sissy." The association between male homosexual identity and femininity has 

always been a tenacious one. I want to offer an explanation for this association from 

the perspective of male homosocial desire. By feminizing homosexual men or 

calling them "faggots," they are implicitly banished from participating in the com

petition between men. Via such exclusion, inter-male rivalry is safeguarded against 

corrosion and reaffirmed as a battle between "real" men. 

The Dakota Taylor series can be read as a comment upon the one-sided repre

sentation of the feminized male homosexual. For decades, a female soul is 

considered as the cause of male homosexuality on the assumption that there exists 

a fixed, crosswise relation between gender and sexual preference. With the advent 

of queer theory from the late 1980s onwards, the inessential and multiply-sited 

character of sexuality has become a key concern. In this regard, the tough homo

sexual cowboy is exemplary of the problematization of gender and sexual identities 

within queer theory. Masculinity is not only a privileged problem for heterosexual 

men, but for homosexual men as well. Femininity is no longer regarded as the cause 

of male homosexuality, but, as we saw in the discussion of Lonesome Cowboys, femi

ninity can also be the theatrical effect of gay macho display. 

Besides the pluralizing of gay male identities, the Dakota Taylor series offers 

a criticism of the nature of homosocial competition. According to Dakota, Bennie, 

an untalented gunfighter himself (Arson 128), is virtually the only person who does 

not understand the importance of his guns (Rattler 54). Due to him, Dakota has 

become a farmer who has let his Colt .44s corrode (Silver 15). When people address 

and remember Dakota as a famous gunfighter, Bennie, on his way to visit his 

favorite poet Walt Whitman, is quick to correct the slip of the tongue: "Ex-

gunfighter" (Rattler 23, 76). Since Bennie does not see, or rather, refuses to see his 

lover in the guise of a gunfighter, rivalry between them has even been rendered 

almost null and void. Bennie's refusal to yearn for a competitively structured mas

culinity makes Dakota disinterested in showing off his heroic skills in the company 

of his lover. Dakota confesses, "When I was with Bennie I didn't particularly care 

about being the fastest or the best or the winner" (Rattler 101). 

Since his beloved Bennie does not have an eye for masculine bravado, Dakota 

has lost the appetite for proving his toughness in the presence of his friend-friend. 

Consequently, rivalry between them can be suspended. This suspension ultimately 

creates the condition in which the sexual relationship between Bennie and Dakota 
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can blossom. This condition reveals a certain clash: the less a man sees his male 

lover in competitive terms, the more their sexual relationship has a chance to suc

ceed. This raises the question whether a gay western is not an oxymoron. Is a 

western which represents male homosexual desire, irrespective of all its other con

ventional elements, not "limp" by definition? This question may be answered in the 

affirmative on the basis of Iversen's Dakota series, since love with a dear "friend-

friend" can only fully develop when murderous rivalry, the fundamental element in 

a western, is suspended, or even ignored. 

In the Dakota Taylor novels, homosexual masculinity is constructed at a cost, 

which is in fact a strategic advantage, since it short-circuits homosocial competition. 

In the confrontation between the tough hired guns Dakota and Ryder, sexual desire 

for each other rules over the obligation to mercilessly fight each other. In the sexu

al relationship between the female-identified Bennie and the male-identified 

Dakota, Bennie's disinterest in "tough" heroism incites Dakota's indifference to 

compete with his lover. Hence, the sexual bond between the two men breaks the 

chain of deadly inter-male rivalry. 

Conclusion 

Iversen's Dakota Taylor series is impossible within the tradition of the western 

genre because of the representation of homosexual desire, the one distinguishing 

mark that separates his novels from conventional western fiction. This desire can 

only be written at the expense of a violent inter-male rivalry, a cornerstone of the 

regular western. The necessary sacrifice is a characteristic and recurrent pattern of 

reading masculinities in the kaleidoscope of westerns examined in parts two to five. 

The general lesson to be drawn on the basis of the wide range of westerns in this 

study - countering the prejudice "If you've seen one, you've seen them all" - is that 

each violation of a particular generic convention exacts some cost in the form of an 

exposure of the cowboy's masculinity as a construction that is by definition incom

plete. At the same time, these violations of particular generic conventions open up 

the space for elements which are repressed in traditional westerns. 

The conventional hero is exclusively honored as the fastest man alive but the 

non-acknowledged gunfighter who took up the role of internal narrator, is posthu

mously rehabilitated. The father, usually absent in the western, pops up as the 

impossible rival in some fifties films and only turns into a possible opponent for the 

cowboy-son as soon as the father misidentifies himself as embodiment of the sym

bolic Law. The moment the hero realizes his missed meeting with the Indians, he 

becomes aware of his whiteness. The cowboy in European westerns is time and 

again represented with a humorous or hyperbolic twist and offers an intriguing 

reflection on the function of irony in the construction of cultural-historical identity. 
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And finally, gay cowboys reverse the rule that homosocial relations must be chosen 

over sexual relations. 

All these elements - the cowboy's act of narration; his paralysis in the face-

off with his father; the strange affinity between wildness and whiteness; the role of 

European irony; and the representation of male homosexual desire - present them

selves as the barred underside of the traditional American cowboy's heroism which 

crucially depends on the way the focalizers' belief in his masculinity can be 

orchestrated. Their ways of seeing the cowboy, and hence their belief in him, is cul

turally and historically determined. The role of these focalizers, then, is to mediate 

between masculinity and cultural history. In this study I focussed on several 

westerns in which the conventional usage of this mediating role is obstructed. We 

as readers tend to believe in the hero's manifestation of masculinity through char

acter-bound focalizers who tend to see the cowboy with eyes of imagination. As soon 

as these focalizers suspend their belief in the cowboy's heroism, we as readers are 

encouraged to reconsider the apparent smoothness of the traditional scenario. Due 

to the suspension of their and our belief in tough heroism, the cowboy's masculini

ty is revealed as a vulnerable construction, based on an illusion that manipulates the 

eye of the beholders.4 


